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I. Vignettes
Below is the text displayed across multiple screens to the participants in the four conditions. Variation is
indicated by color-coded highlighting to indicate the Advice treatment [Standard/Nonstandard] and the
Physician Decision [Accept/Reject]. In two cases the text shown will depend on the interaction of the two
factors, so it is highlighted with gray, but the reader can infer which would be displayed given the
combination of the two factors and the fact that ex post the physician made the wrong decision. For
example, if the physician accepts the standard treatment advice and this was the wrong decision, we can
infer that the AI system’s advice was wrong and that the nonstandard treatment would have been the
correct treatment option.
For screenshots and complete individual examples for each of the 2x2 treatment conditions, see
https://osf.io/zyejh/?view_only=b0158bcde6a64d0da3a977b44b0610ca.
Screen 1
Ella has been diagnosed with ovarian cancer. The recommended medical treatment is to
administer a chemotherapeutic drug, bevacizumab. There are two possible doses of the drug that
could be administered. The standard care is the treatment that works best for most patients, but
less well for others. The nonstandard care is the treatment that works best for some patients, but
less well for most others.
Screen 2
• The standard care, which is the care that would be best for most patients, is to administer 15
milligrams of the drug per kilogram of body weight, every three weeks. Given that Ella weighs 60
kilograms, that recommendation translates into 900 milligrams every three weeks.
• The nonstandard care, which is the care that would be best for a small number of patients, is to
administer a higher dosage: 75 milligrams per kilogram. That would translate into 4500
milligrams every three weeks for Ella.
Dr. Jones is choosing a treatment for Ella. The decision concerning whether to offer the standard
care or the nonstandard care is difficult.
Screen 3
The hospital where Dr. Jones works runs all patient files through an AI treatment tool called
Oncology-AI. Oncology-AI has all of the relevant medical approvals and is skilled in analyzing
patients’ data to estimate whether standard care or nonstandard care would likely be more
successful.
Screen 4
Ella’s data has been run through Oncology-AI, and the results have been included in Ella’s file.
Oncology-AI recommends that, for Ella, [standard care/nonstandard care] is most appropriate.
Screen 5
Based on his experience and careful analysis of the patient’s file, Dr. Jones decides to provide
standard care. That is, he [accepts/rejects] the recommendation of Oncology-AI. Dr. Jones
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provides Ella with [the standard treatment of 900 milligrams/the nonstandard treatment of 4500
milligrams] every three weeks.
Screen 6
It turns out that Dr. Jones’s decision to follow the recommendation was the wrong choice for Ella.
The recommendation of Oncology-AI was [incorrect/correct]. Rather than [the standard treatment
of 900 milligrams/the nonstandard treatment of 4500 milligrams] every three weeks, Ella should
have been given [the nonstandard treatment of 4500 milligrams/the standard treatment of 900
milligrams] every three weeks.
Screen 7
The incorrect treatment choice causes Ella’s condition to worsen.
Screen 8
Now imagine that Ella has brought a lawsuit against Dr. Jones for medical malpractice.
Both Ella and Dr. Jones have agreed that Dr. Jones’s treatment choice (which turned out to be
incorrect) caused Ella’s condition to worsen and that she was, in fact, harmed by that treatment
choice.
In the state in which Dr. Jones and Ella reside, the key remaining question that determines
whether Dr. Jones is liable in malpractice for the injury is whether “a reasonable physician” in
similar circumstances could have made the same treatment decision as Dr. Jones.
Screen 9
Please rate your agreement (7) or disagreement (1) with the following statement:
Dr. Jones's treatment decision, including the acceptance of Oncology-AI's recommendation to
provide the standard dosage, was one that could have been made by a reasonable physician in
similar circumstances.
1 (strongly disagree) … 7 (strongly agree)

Screen 10
Please rate your agreement (7) or disagreement (1) with the following statement:
Dr. Jones's treatment decision, including the acceptance of Oncology-AI's recommendation to
provide the standard dosage, was one that could have been made by a reasonable physician in
similar circumstances.
1 (strongly disagree) … 7 (strongly agree)
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II. Exclusions
1367 participants correctly answered both comprehension check questions correctly and were included in
the main analysis, as outlined in the study pre-registration. An additional 11 data points contained
duplicate IDs, inconsistent IDs, or completed the study in under 30 seconds. As such, in the exclusionary
analyses, those 11 participants were also excluded. We also exclude two participants who took the survey
twice, likely due to a technical error. The primary analyses are conducted using these stringent exclusion
criteria. However, we also conducted our primary pre-registered analyses without applying exclusion
criteria and the results are robust (see
https://osf.io/zyejh/?view_only=b0158bcde6a64d0da3a977b44b0610ca).
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III. ANOVA results, controlling for age, race, and gender

The main effect of Decision and Recommendation * Decision interaction are both robust when
controlling for participants’ self-reported age, race, and gender. Race included seven categories. Gender
included four: male, female, non-binary, and prefer not to respond.
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IV. Additional exploratory analyses for “ideal” and “average” physician measures
After evaluating reasonableness, each participant was presented with exploratory questions about ideal
and average physicians: “Do you think an ideal physician in similar circumstances could have made the
same treatment decision as Dr. Jones, including to [accept/reject] the [standard/nonstandard]
recommendation?” and “Do you think most physicians in similar circumstances could have made the
same treatment decision as Dr. Jones, including to [accept/reject] the [standard/nonstandard]
recommendation?”
Table A2 reports paired t-tests, indicating that the three measures diverged significantly in the standardreject and nonstandard-reject conditions, but not in the standard-accept and nonstandard-accept
conditions.

Figures A3 and A4 present results from a GLM mediation analysis in which the average and ideal
measures are entered as multiple parallel mediators of the significant treatment effects of “Decision”
(accept or reject the AI recommendation) and “Providing Standard” care (providing standard care by
accepting standard advice or rejecting nonstandard advice; or providing nonstandard care by accepting
nonstandard advice or rejecting standard advice). The analysis indicates that each of these two significant
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effects is partly mediated by both the average and ideal measures.
The GLM mediation analysis was conducted in Jamovi version 1.2., with the jammGLM command,
which is built on the lavaan command for R. The analysis used 95% confidence intervals computed with
the bootstrap percentiles method (1,000 bootstraps). Although computationally intensive, bootstrapping
methods are more general and generate more reliable estimates than a standard mediation analyses.1
As Figure A3 indicates, both effects (the main effect of Decision; and “Provide Standard,” the Decision *
Recommendation interaction) are partially mediated by the average and ideal measures. We note that
these results should be interpreted with caution, as “proving” mediation requires measuring all mediators
and suppressors without error. Given the difficulty of measuring variables perfectly, we note that the
direct versus total effect comparisons should be interpreted cautiously.2
Figure A3. Mediation Path Model
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Figure A4. Indirect and Total Effects of Mediation Analysis

These exploratory analyses provide some insight into the future of the law concerning AI in medicine.
Recent work in cognitive science indicates that lay judgment of what is reasonable is driven by both what
people think is common and what people think is good. Our exploratory findings are consistent with that
research. If this is right, we would predict that as AI-use becomes more common among physicians,
jurors will see AI-use as more reasonable.
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